Appendix 3: References included in the analyses [posted as supplied by author]

Eligible articles for the main analyses

Screening for breast cancer with breast examination

**Cairo**


**Kerala**


**Mumbai**


**Russia**


**Shanghai**


Screening for lung cancer with CT scans

Detection and Screening of Early Lung Cancer by Novel Imaging Technology and Molecular Essay (DANTE)


Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST)


Multicentric Italian Lung Detection Trial (MILD)

Nederlands Leuvens Longkanker Screenings Onderzoek (NELSON) / Dutch Belgian randomized lung cancer screening trial


National Lung Screening Trial (NLST)


Screening for lung cancer with chest X-ray

Czech


Erfurt


Johns Hopkins


Kaiser Permanente


Memorial Sloan Kettering

Mayo Lung Project

North London


**Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO)**


**Screening for colorectal cancer with sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy**

**Kaiser Permanente**


**Norwegian Colorectal Cancer Prevention screening study (NORCCAP)**


**Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO)**


**Screening for Colon Rectum trial (SCORE)**


**Spain**


**Telemark Polyp Study**


U.K. Flexible Sigmoidoscopy Study


Screening for colorectal cancer with faecal occult blood tests

Finland


Funen


Goteborg


Jianshan

Minnesota


Nottingham


**Screening for liver cancer in Hepatitis B patients**

*Chen*


*Sherman*


*Yang*


Screening for breast cancer with mammography

Canada


Canada A


Canada B


Edinburgh


Goteborg


Goteborg A


Koppargar

Malmo I


Malmo II

New York


Stockholm


**Two County**


SR141. [Initial results from a randomized study in the counties of Kopparberg and Östergötland (the WE project). Reduced mortality in breast cancer through health control with mammography]. Nord Med. 1985;100(6-7):175–8.


U.K. Age Trial


Östergötland

Screening for oral cancer (several screening tests)

Sankaranarayanan


Screening for ovarian cancer (several screening tests)

Jacobs

Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO)

Shizouka

Screening for prostate cancer (several screening tests)
European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer (ERSPC)


Norrköping


Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO)


Quebec


Stockholm
Included in the supplementary analysis

Screening for lung cancer with CT scans

Danish Lung Cancer Screening Trial (DLCST)

Nederlands Leuven's Longkanker Screenings Onderzoek (NELSON) / Dutch Belgian randomized lung cancer screening trial

Screening for lung cancer with chest X-ray

Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO)

Screening for colorectal cancer with sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy

Norwegian Colorectal Cancer Prevention screening study (NORCCAP)

Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO)


Screening for Colon Rectum trial (SCORE)

U.K. Flexible Sigmoidoscopy Study


Screening for colorectal cancer with faecal occult blood testing

Finland


Funen

Nottingham

Screening for liver cancer in Hepatitis B patients (several tests)

Yang

Screening for breast cancer with mammography

Edinburgh

**Malmo I**


**U.K. Age trial**


**Oral cancer screening (several tests)**

**Sankaranarayanan**


**Ovarian cancer screening (several tests)**

**Jacobs**


**Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO)**


**Prostate cancer screening (several tests)**

**European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer (ERSPC)**


SR228. Vis AN, Hoedemaeker RF, Roobol M, Schröder FH, Van der Kwast TH. The predictive value for prostate cancer of lesions that raise suspicion of concomitant carcinoma: an evaluation from a


Norrkoping


Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian Cancer Screening Trial (PLCO)


Quebec
